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First, they use an address-based, point-to-point abstraction. E.g.,
a WiFi sender initiates transmission by explicitly specifying
the destination group and node addresses (BSSID, MAC) in
frames. A receiver’s radio filters decoded frames first by the
group and then node address, and retains only those carrying
matching addresses. This a priori, static binding requires the
intended receivers and their group and node addresses be
decided before transmission. Mechanisms for group and node
discovery and management (e.g., beacons, station profiles for
joining and staying in proper groups) become inevitable. They
incur complexity and latency excessive or infeasible in highly
dynamic edge environments (e.g., joining a weather sensor’s
group may take a flying drone several seconds, much longer
than that of the fly-by time or data downloading time).
Second, the support for robust multicast is almost non-existent.
Per-frame acknowledgment and retransmission mechanisms are
designed to deliver high data rates for unicast. Multicast can only
use the lowest base data rate (e.g., 6Mbps using BPSK modulation and 1/2 coding rate [1], [2]), and has little specification on
feedback mechanism for robustness, leading to severe losses [8],
[9], [10]. Although there has been a plethora of WiFi multicast
work [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], they do not modify and often
rely on WiFi’s point-to-point abstraction (e.g., unicast to one receiver and having others overhearing in promiscuous mode), thus
retaining the baggage of address/group discovery and formation.
I. INTRODUCTION
We propose a bold approach: using a pub/sub abstraction [16],
Peer communication among mobiles, vehicles, IoT and drones [17], [18], [19] at wireless MAC layer to eliminate addresses,
in the emerging edge computing environment is highly dynamic. accompanying complexities and latencies. A receiver announces
Which nodes and what data exist nearby are usually unknown what data it needs by specifying the desired attributes of data.
beforehand. Heterogeneous, densely deployed sensors (e.g., Any sender possessing respective data can transmit frames
cameras, radars, lidars, IMUs, temperature/humidity/presence) carrying respective data. The receiver examines whether the
produce rich varieties of data. Under constant and possibly high data’s attributes match desired ones, and if so passes the frames
mobility (e.g., moving vehicles, flying drones), neighbors within to higher layers. Such receiver-initiated pub/sub communication
achieves late, on-the-fly binding: each neighbor decides whether
communication range can change in seconds.
Such edge communication is frequently data-centric in nature: and how it should respond based on the desired data’s attributes;
equally or more important is that the data is of desired content no prior discovery nor determination of destination group or
(e.g., continuous streams of nearby road, weather, and traffic node addresses is needed.
To validate the feasibility of this approach, we have designed
conditions). Who generated, cached or transmitted the data is
often lesser a concern, provided the data authenticity can be and implemented V-MAC, a data-centric radio supporting a
verified.1 One-to-many sharing is common: multiple nearby cars topic based pub/sub abstraction. It filters incoming frames by
data names, and offers robust multicast by an efficient, scalable
all want to receive streams produced by a vehicle.
Unfortunately, current wireless technologies (e.g., WiFi [1], feedback mechanism: no matter how many receivers exist, a
[2], DSRC [3], [4], [5] and V2X [6], [7]) remain largely ill-suited few representatives (usually one) notify the sender of missing
for such dynamic, data-centric, one-to-many communication. frames for retransmission. Thus all receivers have consistently
low loss, despite varying reception qualities.
1 We will discuss this in Section VI.
We have verified our clean slate V-MAC kernel modules on
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weather, road, position and speed data streams to nearby cars
continuously. Unfortunately, existing address-based wireless communication is ill-suited for such purposes. We propose V-MAC,
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frames by data names instead of MAC addresses, thus eliminating
complexities and latencies in neighbor discovery and group maintenance in existing radios. V-MAC supports robust, scalable and
high rate multicast with consistently low losses across receivers
of varying reception qualities. Experiments using a Raspberry Pi
and a commodity WiFi dongle based prototype show that V-MAC
reduces loss rate from WiFi broadcast’s 50–90% to 1–3% for up
to 15 stationary receivers, 4–5 moving people, and miniature and
real vehicles. It cuts down filtering latency from 20µs in WiFi to
10µs for up to 2 million data names, and improves cross stack
latency 60–100× for TX/RX paths. We have ported V-MAC to
4 major WiFi chipsets (including 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac radios), 6
different platforms (Android, embedded and FPGA systems), 7
Linux kernel versions, and validated up to 900Mbps multicast
data rate and interoperation with regular WiFi. We will release
V-MAC as a mature, reusable asset for edge computing research.
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top of 4 major WiFi chipsets, including Qualcomm Atheros modes). Two nodes having the same SSID but different BSSID
ath9k htc [20]/ath10k [21], RealTek [22] and MediaTek [23]. must discover each other from periodic beacon messages, then
We have tested on 10 different (expected support > 60) one (using a TSF counter mechanism [24]) adopts the other’s
commodity 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac radios, and reached up to 900Mbps BSSID, and each creates a “station” profile (e.g., in PHY) for
multicast data rate on 11ac ones. We have ported V-MAC to the newly discovered neighbor [25]. Otherwise the PHY drops
7 different Linux kernel versions, 6 different platforms (Jetson decoded frames carrying different group addresses. This two level
TX2, Rock64Pro, Raspberry Pi, Xilinx FPGA, Android and filtering ensures complete separation across different groups.
x86), and demonstrated co-existence and interoperability with
Such filtering leads to several consequences: nodes must
regular WiFi (including 802.11n/ac). We want to make V-MAC a carry the same group address to communicate, otherwise even
mature, low-cost, reusable research asset readily adoptable by the broadcast frames are dropped at PHY; the destination MAC
community. We make the following contributions in this paper: address must be decided a priori, otherwise no node will
• We propose a data-centric radio supporting a pub/sub
retain the frame. Thus discovery of neighbors’ group/MAC
abstraction fundamentally different from existing wireless addresses, and which addresses as destinations must be decided
communication. It filters decoded frames by comparing against before transmission. These cause inevitable complexity/latency
the names of desired data at O(1) amortized complexity. (e.g., in periodic beacons, group address convergence, etc.),
V-MAC eliminates the need, complexity, and latency in excessive and at times unacceptable in highly dynamic edge
discovery and management of groups and nodes, including communication. Our measurements find that beacons can
beacons, group formations, and address translations (e.g., consume 30–40% of air time in office environments, and it takes
ARP), providing much simpler and faster network stacks tens of seconds for a few nodes to converge to the same group
suitable for dynamic edge communication.
address. Also, a node joins one group at a time, thus it is unable
• We design a data-oriented acknowledgment (DACK)
to obtain desired data simultaneously from multiple groups.
mechanism where consecutive frames are transmitted back to
Data-centric Wireless Communication. We propose to: 1)
back in bursts, and usually only one receiver reports missing eliminate the concept of “group” and thus its accompanying
frames. Such feedback aggregated over multiple receiver- complexities. Nodes are free to communicate with anyone
transmissions avoids expensive per-receiver-transmission within radio range without forming groups. WiFi’s group
feedback, and it is compatible with both the standard concept arises from the assumption that a relatively stable set
(address-based) and data-centric stacks.
of nodes will communicate for extended periods of time. This
• We develop a mature, low-cost commodity Pi, WiFi dongle
no longer holds for the edge, where a node’s neighbors and how
based prototype and conduct extensive experiments in they communicate change quickly.2 2) We will use a pub/sub
stationary scenarios (up to 15 indoor receivers) and three abstraction to filter frames based on content. A consumer
mobile scenarios (4 people, 4 miniature cars and 5 real cars transmits a “subscription” carrying attributes of desired data;
outdoors), and find V-MAC reduces receiver losses from any overhearing neighbor can examine whether it has desired
WiFi broadcast’s 50–90% (stationary) or 80–90% (mobile) data, and if so, transmit “publications.” The consumer retains
to about 1–3%. Compared to WiFi stacks, it cuts down those publications with matching attributes. This eliminates
average cross-stack TX/RX latency from 5–8ms to about 80µs a consumer’s need for discovering/deciding addresses before
(60–100× faster), and matching latency by half (from 20µs transmission. Each neighbor decides whether and how to
to 10µs). The code and documents will be made available for respond individually, making decisions late and on-the-fly. A
research and prototyping in vehicles, drones, IoT and mobiles. consumer can send multiple subscriptions, obtaining data from
V-MAC is not intended to replace WiFi in mostly stationary different “groups” simultaneously and instantly.
settings (e.g., infrastructure mode) where addresses and groups
Data-centric wireless is a more general superset. It can fully
do not change often. It targets the mobile and dynamic support unicast, multicast and broadcast in address-based comedge setting where WiFi’s point-to-point abstraction, thus munication: nodes subscribe to respective addresses as “topics”
address/group discovery and maintenance become undesirable and senders “publish” on them. Each node does pub/sub on a few
and unnecessary. Our core contribution is the discovery that a mostly predetermined topics (i.e., addresses), while in data-centric
pub/sub abstraction at radio level presents the right solution, and it can use large numbers of dynamically created topics. Datawe undertake in-depth research to identify, justify and integrate centric nodes may keep addresses as identity differentiators, but
multiple design/implementation techniques (e.g., backoff, no longer for purposes of filtering or communication destinations.
hashing, packet injection, netlink) to produce a well-rounded,
Information-Centric Networking. Information-Centric Netreusable asset on low cost hardware for the research community. working (ICN) has long advocated using content as a better
alternative to addresses for communication. However, without a
II. BACKGROUND
content-based MAC layer, ICN cannot achieve its full potential.
Address-based Wireless Communication. Existing wire- We use NDN [26] to illustrate how V-MAC complements such
less communication technologies (802.11, Bluetooth, Zigbee, ICN layers.
DSRC, 5G) are all address-based. The MAC layer filters frames
NDN has two types of packets: Interest and Data. A
decoded by PHY, passing up frames only if the destination MAC consumer sends an Interest (i.e., subscription) specifying the
address is that of the node, the broadcast address, or a multicast desired data’s name, and whoever has matching content can
address to which the node belongs. 802.11 standards further
require two nodes have the same BSSID (48 bit group address)
2 802.11p in DSRC [3], [4], [5] introduces a single global group using wildcard
before they can communicate (both infrastructure and ad hoc BSSID of all ‘1’s, but it is still address based and has no multicast support.

Data frames’ names against recorded names of desired data. Only
frames of matching names are passed up to the ICN layer. The
LP reassembles such frames into one Data packet when needed.
Multicast Robustness. To support robust multicast, we
develop an efficient, scalable, data-oriented acknowledgment
(DACK) aggregated over multiple receiver-frames. A sender
transmits multiple data frames back to back (called a “burst”).
This differs from WiFi A-MPDU aggregation [34] that uses one
PHY preamble to send multiple frames in one transmission. If
the single preamble does not properly synchronize the antenna
circuits, all frames are lost. Our burst uses one preamble to
transmit each frame, thus one synchronization error loses only
one frame. This also allows other radios to compete and grab
the medium, making it fair game instead of monopolizing the
Fig. 1: V-MAC has name-based filtering for matching
medium for lengthy periods (e.g., A-MPDU).
frames and DACK/Retransmission for multicast.
Feedback denoting the sequence numbers of missing frames
is provided only after each burst. By doing so, we eliminate perreturn Data (i.e., publication) packets. Each node has a pending frame acknowledgment feedback and millisecond level backoff
interest table (PIT) to store all Interests received but whose by the sender upon hearing such frames (without which the
matching Data have not come back yet, a content store (CS) to sender can grab the medium in tens of microseconds to transmit
store cached data, and a forwarding information base (FIB) to the next data frame) thus increasing air time for data transmission.
decide to which neighbor(s) to further forward an Interest. An To avoid per-receiver feedback, some representative(s) acts on
incoming Data packet will be matched against Interest names behalf of all receivers, notifying the sender of the sequence
in the PIT. If matches exist, the packet will be passed to local numbers of missing frames. The sender then retransmits to make
up for those losses. DACK is agnostic to the type of filtering,
applications and the neighbors that requested the data.
In NDN, data are named in a hierarchical form with “/” and can work in both data-centric and address-based networks.
In addition, we want a design that can deliver robust
as boundaries, similar to topic-based pub/sub [27], [28], [19].
A one minute video clip of an accident happening at 12:30 performance on even low-cost commodity hardware (e.g.,
on 5th Avenue between 25th and 30th Street in New York Raspberry Pi, WiFi dongles). This minimizes the adoption
City may be named as “nyc/5th-ave/25th/30th/ accident-video/ barrier so researchers can use V-MAC easily in their testbeds.
Challenges. The V-MAC design must address the following
05042018 / 12:30-12:40/”. Naming conventions [29], [30], [31]
questions:
1) how to eliminate address discovery and group
are designed to ensure all parties derive the same name for the
formation
for
a data-centric MAC layer; 2) how to fit variable
same data. Due to limitations in regular WiFi (e.g., low base
rates and lack of robustness in multicast), vehicular experiments sized, possibly long hierarchical data names in limited size
of NDN over WiFi [10], [31], [32], [33] had high losses, frames, while achieving fast matching against large numbers
of data names; 3) how to find a suitable representative to
indicating the need for a data-centric wireless MAC layer.
V-MAC offers low-loss, high rate, inherently best-effort send aggregated feedback without prior knowledge or explicit
pub/sub communication within one-hop. Issues such as multi-hop coordination between consumers, and how to ensure efficient
routing (and state maintenance like FIB in NDN), data caching, air time utilization despite varying numbers of receivers and
and 100% reliability (if needed) belong to the ICN layer. intensities of background traffic. We eliminate beacons and use a
V-MAC’s robust radio level pub/sub allows ICN to address hash based encoding to address questions 1 and 2 (Section III-B),
and use a backoff mechanism for question 3 (Section III-C).
those issues much more easily.
III. V-MAC D ESIGN

B. Data-Centric Frame Filtering

A. Design Goals
In this section, we describe how we achieve Beaconless
V-MAC has two goals: name-based frame filtering and Design by leveraging V-MAC frames to carry the beacon’s
functionalities and how the Lingering Encoding Table works
multicast robustness (Figure 1).
Name-based Filtering. V-MAC works with ICN to filter to support 1:m mapping of Interest/Data frames (instead of 1:1
incoming frames by name. To request desired data, a consumer’s Internet/Data packet mapping in NDN).
ICN layer sends an Interest packet carrying that data’s name.
Beaconless Design. In WiFi radios, periodic beacon messages
V-MAC converts it into an Interest frame(s), passing it to the (transmitted at the lowest 1 or 6Mbps base rate, ∼ 10Hz) carry
PHY for transmission, and records the data name. A neighbor addresses and supported data rates of a node, fundamental for
that has that data sends back Data packets. Since a Data packet neighbors to discover this node and form groups [35]. They
can be many MTU sizes, a link protocol (LP) between ICN and can consume significant airtime (up to 40% based on our
V-MAC breaks it into multiple MTU size units, and V-MAC measurements). Data-centric radios do not need MAC addresses
converts each into a Data frame, carrying the same data name or have any explicit notion of groups before transmission. They
but a different sequence number denoting its position within the can eliminate beacons to use the most airtime for data, which is
packet. The consumer’s V-MAC receives and matches incoming suitable for possibly short contact durations under high mobility.

We piggyback necessary information (e.g., supported data
rates by consumers) in Interest frames to replace beacons. Such
frames are transmitted at the most reliable base rate (1 or 6
Mbps). Producers obtain information on both desired data and
supported rates (e.g., 2 bytes of header) in one frame, so they
know what to send and at what rates (e.g., the highest rate
supported by all neighboring consumers). This is more efficient
Fig. 2: Structure of a V-MAC header
because the overhead of conveying the existence of receivers (and
their supported data rates, etc.) is paid only when nodes need
to communicate. The ICN layer may need to send out Interests
periodically to discover nearby data. (Note that this differs from multicast. Instead of per-frame feedback, the sender sends
node/group discovery in WiFi, which is a separate overhead that multiple frames back to back, which we call a “burst,” then
receives one feedback. One (or a few) representative, usually
V-MAC eliminates. We discuss this further in Section VI.)
the
receiver missing the most frames, sends the feedback. This
Lingering Encoding Table. Our data-centric MAC filters
is
achieved
by a backoff mechanism where receivers missing
incoming frames using data names provided by the ICN layer.
more
frames
back off less, thus transmitting the DACK earlier.
However, data names in ICN can vary in size and become very
A
DACK
contains
sequence numbers of missing frames. Upon
long, not suitable for direct embedding into limited size MAC
hearing
DACK
frames
of the same burst, other receivers cancel
headers. We use a hash function to hash the data name into
a fixed size encoding field (e.g., 64 bits). The LP layer breaks transmitting their DACKs to avoid redundancy. The sender will
a long ICN packet with one name into multiple MAC MTU retransmit those missing frames, then start the next burst.
DACK Frame Format. Figure 2 shows the format of the
size units, then V-MAC packages them into frames carrying
DACK
header, which comes after the PHY (PLCP) header.3 The
the same encoding but different sequence numbers.
For each outgoing Interest frame, V-MAC adds its encoding first byte is FC (frame control), denoting the V-MAC frame type:
in a lingering encoding table (LET) to record what data are Interest, Data, or Control (e.g., DACK). In a DACK, the next
requested. Each incoming Data frame is compared against the 8 bytes are the encoding of the packet’s data name, informing
encodings in the LET. If a match is found, the frame will be the sender which packet’s frames are missing when multiple
passed to the LP for reassembly; otherwise it will be dropped. packets are transmitted concurrently. The b seq field denotes the
We make two comments on the encoding matching: 1) One sequence number of the most recent burst heard by this receiver,
encoding is used to match and deliver multiple Data frames (1:m used to prevent redundant retransmissions (explained later). The
matching); whereas in NDN a matching Data packet immediately next byte is the number of “holes” (frames missing in a row),
removes the Interest entry in the pending interest table (strictly then come pairs of left edge and right edge (LE, RE), denoting
1:1 matching). Since many Data packets are multiple MTU sizes, frame sequence numbers before and after each hole. Data/Interest
a “lingering” encoding entry avoids repeated transmissions of frames have only a sequence number seq after encoding.
A DACK contains holes in a sliding window of multiple
the same Interest frame, thus increasing air time for Data frames.
bursts.
This allows receivers to request missing frames beyond
2) Each encoding entry in the LET has an expiration time, after
the
most
recent burst, when they did not have a chance to request
which it will be removed. Ideally, by the time the entry expires,
all (or most) matching Data frames should come back. The them immediately or successfully receive retransmissions. The
expiration time should be set based on such estimation. If some size of this window is set comparable to and slightly smaller
Data frames still have not come back, the Data packet cannot than the retransmission buffer, whose size is based on available
be fully reassembled. The LP may send the Interest again memory and how long frames should be kept for retransmission.
Backoff Mechanism. After a burst, each receiver prepares a
right before the encoding expiration. This resets the LET entry
DACK
frame. A receiver missing no frame also prepares a DACK,
timeout to allow more matching Data frames to come back.
The encoding size must be chosen properly to balance with 0 for the number of holes and no LE/RE pairs. Before
between matching speed and overhead. V-MAC targets edge transmitting its DACK, each receiver waits for a backoff time T
T = ατ,
(1)
applications of mostly local interaction, where both temporal
and spatial localities exist: for Interests in the distant past or where α is the slot size (described below), and τ is the number of
future, their encodings would have expired or not yet come; successfully received frames in the last burst. Thus the receiver
devices interact mostly with others in close proximity, limiting missing the most frames will back off the least and transmit its
the scope of Interest propagation. Thus the number of encodings DACK earliest. When other receivers overhear a DACK, they
that exist concurrently in a node’s LET is limited. Our current cancel their own backoff timers, preventing excessive DACKs.
prototype chooses 64 bits and a hash map to store encodings.
Our requirements do not guarantee that every receiver’s
It achieves O(1) complexity matching up to 2M encodings missing frames are subsets of that of the one missing the most
using 58MB kernel memory (see Section V). The size can be frames. We have experimented with having those receivers also
increased if needed. We discuss extension of prefix matching send DACKs, but we found that this incurs extra processing time,
and possible encoding collisions in Section VI.
preventing low-end platforms (e.g., Raspberry Pi) from keeping
up with incoming WiFi frames. Given that this design already
C. Robust Multicast
V-MAC uses a spatially and temporally aggregated feedback
3 If WiFi interoperability is needed, a regular 802.11 header is inserted before
called data-oriented acknowledgment (DACK) to achieve robust V-MAC header. See Section V-C.

achieves very low loss in all receivers (see Section V), we decide
that the current system achieves our goals without this feature.
When two receivers miss the same number of frames,
tiebreaking is needed. We keep CSMA/CA [36] for this purpose;
it prevents collisions by sensing the medium before starting
any transmission. We find that due to slight differences in
timing, the chance that two such receivers sending DACKs at
the same microsecond granularity and colliding is very small.
Thus CSMA/CA for tiebreaking is effective.
Slot Size. Parameter α denotes the backoff slot size, measured
by each receiver and dynamically adapted to background traffic
intensity. Ideally, α should be the minimum amount of time
needed for a receiver to grab the medium for transmitting its
DACK to maximize air time for data.
Because multiple factors can affect this medium grabbing
time (e.g., intensity of background traffic, speed of PHY
hardware interrupt handling by MAC), we leverage the sender’s
back to back Data frame transmissions to measure the slot
size: a receiver uses the time difference between receiving
two frames of consecutive sequence numbers, minus the Data
frame transmission time (dividing the frame size by data rate,
while accounting for preamble size and rate). This depicts how
quickly the sender can grab the medium.
Asymmetry exists between the sender and each receiver, thus
the perceived background traffic intensity can differ. Nevertheless,
by extensive experiments we find our estimation is a simple, reasonable approximation and shows high efficiency (Section V-B).
If a receiver does not receive any Data frame pairs with consecutive sequence numbers, it estimates α by calculating the average
time for receiving the next frame. E.g., if frame 3 and 5 are
received but not 4, α is the receipt time difference between frame
3, 5 divided by 2 (also minus Data frame transmission time).
Common Start of Backoff. We use a common event, the
receipt of the last frame in the burst, as the common trigger on
all receivers to start the backoff timer. This avoids complexities
in accurate time synchronization among receivers. A receiver
may miss the last frame in a burst, thus losing the common
trigger. In such cases, the receiver estimates the expected receipt
time of the last frame using its estimated α, and starts the
backoff after the estimated receipt time.
DACK Cancellation Policy. We use a simple cancellation
policy: neighboring receivers cancel their DACK timers upon
hearing 2 DACKs with the same b seq. This helps compensate
DACK losses without incurring excessive redundancy, and help
recover lost frames not reported in the first DACK. We have
tried alternative approaches that examine overheard DACKs,
canceling only if all or most locally missed frames are reported.
This approach takes too much time and frequently finishes after
DACK timer expiration, and deteriorates further under higher
data rates (e.g., 900Mbps or higher in 802.11ac). Thus we adopt
this simple yet effective policy.
We are aware of potential hidden terminal problems when
receivers cannot hear each other to cancel DACKs. This may
result in an increased number of duplicate DACKs. Because
of the small DACK sizes (<70 bytes), this does not present
a significant overhead, and our experiments also find minimal
collision among DACKs, resulting in no perceivable impact
on loss rate among receivers (<1%).

Burst Size. The size of the burst (set to 5 empirically in
prototype) represents a tradeoff between efficiency and latency.
A larger burst aggregates more feedback using the same DACK
overhead, but also incurs longer latency of feedback and
retransmission. It should balance applications’ tolerance to
latency (e.g., more sensitive data should use smaller burst sizes)
while not incurring excessive overhead in frame header fields
(i.e. LE/RE) and retransmission buffer (explained next).
When a receiver loses a whole burst of frames, a DACK may
not be triggered immediately. As long as the sender continues
to send, upon reception of any frame in subsequent bursts, the
receiver finds it has missed frames and can send DACKs. If the
lost frames are the last from a packet and no further frames are
transmitted, then the ICN layer will detect absence of complete
packets, and trigger retransmission of packets (thus frames).
Retransmission Buffer. The sender keeps in a buffer a
sliding window of frames transmitted in recent bursts. Upon
hearing a DACK, it retrieves missing frames from the buffer
and retransmits them. The window size is multiple bursts, thus
allowing missing frames be requested and transmitted more than
once to counter DACK or retransmission losses. The window
size is limited by available kernel memory, and set to 10 bursts
empirically in the prototype.
Retransmission Pacing. We observe that quite often more than
one DACK is transmitted after each burst (e.g., earlier DACKs
were not overheard to cancel other receivers’ DACKs), and a
DACK responding to earlier bursts may be transmitted very
late due to delays in medium contention and queuing/processing
across the radio hardware and network/OS stack.
Such DACKs frequently denote frames that are already
reported missing. Although redundant DACKs are small,
redundant retransmissions of long Data frames waste significant
airtime. To avoid such waste, each DACK carries a b seq field
to indicate to which burst the DACK responds. Each receiver
sets it as seq latest%B, the sequence number of the latest
received frame modulo the burst size B.
For each frame in the buffer, the sender keeps a monotonically
increasing b last, the most recent burst after which the frame
was retransmitted. A missing frame is retransmitted again only
upon a reporting DACK carrying a b seq > b last+i, where
i is the pacing size and set empirically based on data rate
and traffic intensity (see Section V-B). Thus DACKs reporting
the same missing frames in the same or next i bursts do not
generate retransmissions. We have validated this cuts redundant
retransmissions from 40% to almost 0%.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
We describe three aspects of the implementation on commodity
hardware: 1) beaconless communication and firmware improvements; 2) V-MAC core functions and cross-stack latency; 3)
co-existence and interoperation with WiFi. Commodity hardware
(e.g., Raspberry Pi, WiFi dongles) is cheap and easily available in
large quantities for experiments. However, it has significant constraints, posing non-trivial challenges for stable, high performance
V-MAC implementation. Next we describe these challenges and
how we combine multiple engineering techniques (e.g., intentional “mis-configurations,” packet injection, netlink) to build
a robust, low-cost system as a research asset to the community.

A. WiFi Radio Exploitation

PHY header 802.11 header V-MAC header Payload FCS
By standard, WiFi radios do not send data frames unless they
have joined a group and know at least one other “station” in that Fig. 3: V-MAC with an 802.11 header at beginning to
group. The logic is commonly inside PHY hardware/firmware, allow 802.11 co-existence.
which create data structures for that group and station. This directly conflicts with V-MAC, which seeks to completely eliminate
groups and addresses. All ath9k htc radios have unicast frame by new frames, thus some frames are never transmitted. We add
rate adaptation control algorithms in firmware without options to a back pressure mechanism so the PHY can signal the MAC to
disable them. Such algorithms cannot be used for multicast and slow down when its buffer is full; this eliminates internal losses.
they lead to uncontrollable fluctuations in experiment results.
Virtual Group and Station. We supply faked network informa- B. V-MAC Functions
tion to a PHY API by calling lower level functions defined in
V-MAC has two core functions: Lingering Encoding Table
the ieee80211 ops struct, so the PHY creates a network structure matching and multicast robustness via DACK. Both must be
and believes it has joined that virtual, non-existent “group.” implemented efficiently without consuming excessive computing
Using another API, we make the PHY create a station data resources or kernel memory.
structure with all parameters set to its own capability and with
We leverage the standard kernel’s rhashtable library to provide
the broadcast MAC address. This intentional misconfiguration high search speed (O(1)) against millions of data name encodings.
“coaxes” the PHY to send data frames even though it has not Each LET entry has a pointer, pointing to a separate data
joined any real group nor real neighbors (i.e., “stations”).
structure containing all information related to that encoding.This
Based on hardware capabilities, we take two different ensures a small entry size (10 bytes) so that multiple entries
methods that enable radios to transmit without joining groups can be fetched in one page read to speed up search. Each entry
or sending beacons: 1) We switch the radio into monitor mode, has an expiration time and is removed upon timeout.
and misconfigure it to belong to a group of a random BSSID.
When only some but not all Data frames have arrived before
(Monitor mode captures frames from any network, and should an LET entry’s expiration, the LP can send another Interest of
not belong to any particular group/network.) This eliminates the same name. This extends the expiration time to allow more
beacons because WiFi radios in monitor mode do not send Data frames to arrive. If the sender/receiver has moved out of
beacons. However, monitor mode usually performs passive range thus no further Data frame can come back, LP may stop
listening only. We can use a packet injection mechanism [37] to trying after some attempts so the LET entry will expire.
send frames, but only at the lowest 1 or 6Mbps base rate. We
DACK uses the back to back reception time difference of
find that by “coaxing” the PHY to create a virtual station having consecutive frames to estimate slot size α. However, we find
broadcast (all 1’s) as the MAC address and higher supported occasionally (10% of the time) multiple frames come up with
data rates, the PHY can transmit (thinking it is sending to that the same kernel timestamp. This happens because the kernel
“station”) at those rates (e.g., 54Mbps in 802.11n thoroughly is not real time; its interrupt handling of a burst of PHY
tested, and up to 900Mbps in 802.11ac validated). This works frame receptions operates at millisecond granularity. Thus these
on radios that support packet injection in monitor mode, and frames are processed around the same time and carry the same
allows transmission above base rates.
timestamp. In such cases, we use an empirical value of 50µs
2) If packet injection is not supported, we switch the radio as the sender’s medium grabbing time in α estimation.
into client mode, and “coax” the PHY to “join” a non-existent
Fast Cross-Stack Paths. We address multiple inefficiencies
AP of the radio’s own MAC as BSSID, then have the PHY create in the existing Linux network/WiFi stack to improve the
a virtual station with the radio’s own MAC. We also supply cross-stack path latency (100× TX path and 60× RX path):
the PHY with a beacon template of the AP’s. Under these 3 1) We eliminate unnecessary encapsulations and decapsulations
intentional misconfigurations, the radio stops sending beacons, including the legacy 802.3 ones between network and MAC,
yet it can transmit data frames without joining any real network. and the memory remapping ones when frames are passed
We have implemented and validated both methods. The to/from userspace. 2) There are 5–6 different queues in kernel
first one leverages existing monitor mode and packet injection from userspace to the PHY; we cut down to 3 queues. 3) We
mechanisms; it requires fewer misconfigurations and is preferred use a more efficient netlink system call [38] instead of the old
if available. The second one needs more misconfigurations and Unix socket to pass data from userspace to kernel. We cut down
MAC layer code from 20K to 4K LoC (5× reduction): V-MAC
thus is not as stable as the first.
Firmware Improvements. For open-source firmware (e.g., has only one mode (WiFi has 6); data-centricity eliminates
ath9k htc used for 802.11 b/g/n), we modify the code to support complexities in the address-based stack (e.g., beacons, stations).
per-frame rate specification from V-MAC; if the firmware The consistent pub/sub abstraction across application, network
source is not available (e.g., ath10k used in 802.11ac 5GHz), and MAC enables a much cleaner and simpler stack.
we enhance the community ath10kct driver that supports setting
C. Co-existence and Interoperation with WiFi
rates from the MAC layer so V-MAC can fix the rate.
We observe significant internal losses (up to 30%) when the
Co-existence. We find Wi-Fi radios (routers) cannot recognize
MAC layer pumps frames to the PHY at high speeds (e.g., a batch V-MAC frames and may misinterpret the encoding as the
of frames from a long TCP packet arriving at the PHY almost source MAC of a new node. Thus the PHY may keep creating
simultaneously). We find the PHY’s internal buffer is overwritten new station data structures, quickly exhausting its resources

Frame Rate
Preamble type
Number of frames per-run
Frame Payload Size
Tx power
Interest Size
V-MAC burst size

54 Mbps
Long
500
1024 bytes
20 dbm
70 bytes
5 frames

TABLE I: WiFi and V-MAC Configuration

V. EVALUATION
We evaluate V-MAC using Raspberry Pi 3 and Alfa
AWUS036NHA WiFi dongles. We first evaluate stationary cases
(up to 15 receivers indoors as in Figure 4a), then 3 different
mobility cases: people walking around (4–6 mph), miniature
cars (8–11 mph), and real vehicles (25–30 mph). We use 5 dBi
antennas for all experiments except for real cars where we use
9 dBi antennas to increase the range.
A. Experimental Methodology

(a) Raspberry Pi Testbed

(b) Slot Size Impact on DACK

Fig. 4: (a) shows V-MAC stationary testbed. (b) shows
impact of the waiting slot size on the number of redundant
received DACKs under low (10%) and high (40%–50%)
medium environments.

(a) Slot Size Impact on Loss

(b) Impact of Retransmission
Pacing size

Fig. 5: (a) shows impact of DACK slot size with loss rate
under environments of low (10%) and high (40%–50%)
medium utilization. (b) shows larger retransmission
pacing sizes lead to more losses but less redundant
retransmissions, with balance at 6.

and finally crashing. To avoid this, we add an 802.11 header
carrying a BSSID different than nearby networks before the
V-MAC header (Figure 3). These frames are ignored by WiFi
radios because they are not in the same BSSID. V-MAC, on
the other hand, is capable of recognizing WiFi frames, and can
ignore them if configured so from userspace.
Interoperability. For WiFi radios to receive V-MAC frames,
WiFi nodes’ MAC, network, and transport layer must be able
to parse them properly. In addition to the 802.11 header, we
also add IP/UDP headers. Thus respective headers are parsed in
these layers and the payload is passed to userspace. A V-MAC
header is added at the end if concurrent V-MAC/WiFi reception
is needed (validated in Section V-C). V-MAC radios by design
are able to recognize all WiFi frames and can be configured
to pass them to userspace.

We first compare V-MAC broadcast against WiFi ad hoc
broadcast. Table I shows the parameters used for both of
them. We modify WiFi firmware to fix the data rate at 54Mbps
(otherwise ad hoc can only broadcast at 1Mbps). This is a high
enough and practically useful rate at which our implementation
is robust enough; it also imposes much higher stress on
implementation and algorithm robustness than the base rate
1Mbps. We further discuss the rate choice and future adaptation
work at high rates in Section VI and VI-B, respectively.
For ad hoc, we ensure all nodes have joined the network
under the same BSSID before data transmission. For V-MAC,
we ensure all consumers have subscribed first by having the
producer wait for an artificial 20 seconds before sending data.
We also use identical userspace application programs to ensure
fair comparison. Latency is calculated as the duration from the
first node sending an Interest to it receiving the last data frame.
Each run consists of one Interest, and 500 Data frames of
payload size 1024 bytes sent back to back. We collect 20 runs for
each experiment. We first compare V-MAC broadcast and ad hoc
broadcast. To minimize impact from varying background traffic,
we alternate between V-MAC and ad hoc between runs. Due to
a much simpler and cleaner data-centric stack, V-MAC is more
efficient and outperforms ad hoc in broadcast. For stationary
and mobile cases, we present V-MAC multicast against V-MAC
broadcast, and mention briefly ad hoc broadcast results.
B. V-MAC Benchmark
We evaluate the impact of the waiting slot and retransmission
pacing sizes on V-MAC performance, and stress test the
prototype’s stability.
Impact of Fixed vs. Adaptive Waiting Slot Size. We
compare the adaptive α against fixed waiting slot sizes using one
sender and three receivers. We artificially generate a “high traffic”
scenario by having two more ad hoc mode Pi’s transmitting
900-byte packets at random intervals, and low traffic is without
the artificial transmissions. We ensure that the three receivers
can hear each other and cancel each other’s redundant DACKs.
Figure 4b shows the average numbers of redundant received
DACKs (i.e., not canceled, but transmitted and received by
the sender) and loss rates (Figure 5a). We see that no fixed
slot size can achieve low redundant DACKs and low losses
concurrently. A larger fixed slot allows more time for canceling
redundant DACKs, but provides slower feedback thus more
losses. A smaller slot has opposite effects. Only the adaptive
α achieves both regardless of background traffic intensity. The
retransmission pacing (evaluated next) further ensures redundant
received DACKs do not lead to redundant retransmissions (i.e.,
frames all receivers already have).

Retransmission Pacing Size i. We evaluate the impact of
the pacing value i on loss rates of 3 receivers and the number of
redundant data retransmissions (i.e., all receivers have the frame
already). Figure 5b shows that smaller pacing sizes produce less
loss yet more redundant retransmissions, and vice versa. We find a
value of 6 achieves both low loss (close to 0) and zero redundancy
(no wasted retransmitted data frames across all experiments).
This best value may vary depending on conditions such as data
rates. We also repeat with 10 receivers, and find only slightly
increased loss but still zero redundancy. This shows that the
DACK cancellation mechanism scales well with more receivers.
Stability under Multiple Concurrent Subscriptions. We
stress test V-MAC stability by having 10 nodes each publishing
under 10 different data names (500 frames per-data name) and
subscribing to 10 other names concurrently. We give 3 minutes
timeout between runs, enough for nodes to clean up internal
states. We let the test run continuously for 7 days, and observe
no kernel crash, and the average loss is 3% among all runs
and all consumers across all data names. Besides demonstrating
the implementation stability, this shows the design’s capability
in supporting multiple concurrent data streams while retaining
the same low loss rates.
C. V-MAC vs. WiFi
We compare V-MAC against WiFi in matching and cross-stack
TX/RX latencies, broadcast loss and latency, and interoperability
with WiFi.
Matching Latency. While WiFi compares against two 6-byte
MAC/group address, V-MAC needs to compare against possibly
hundreds of thousands of entries in the LET. Figure 6a shows
that LET comparison latencies remain constant as the table size
increases (WiFi has constant comparison work thus also constant),
and LET searching takes only half of WiFi’s time (10 vs 20µs).
This shows the LET hash table indeed delivers O(1) complexity.
It is faster because in WiFi a 6-byte address is folded into pairs
to align with physical memory boundaries for comparison, and
done for both BSSID and MAC. There also exists redundancy in
the WiFi stack (e.g., comparison done in ath9k htc then again in
mac80211). V-MAC just needs a hash table lookup and can easily
map the 64-bit hash using the standard Linux data type u64.
Cross-Stack Latency. We compare the V-MAC stack to the
standard WiFi stack and measure how long frames sent by a
userspace program take to traverse all kernel layers to reach
ath9k htc for final transmission. We find that V-MAC takes
a fraction of that of the standard stack (73–100µs vs. 7–10ms).
On the reception path, it is 70–90µs vs. 3–7ms. Our clean,
efficient stack is about 100× (TX) and 60× (RX) faster than the
standard stack. A pure data-centric design allows us to eliminate
unnecessary 802.3 encapsulation/decapsulation between network
and MAC layers, and cut down the number of queues from 5–6
to 3. More efficient netlink instead of the old Unix socket for
userspace/kernel communication also helps improve the speed.
Ad hoc vs. V-MAC Broadcast. We compare the loss and
latency of V-MAC broadcast and WiFi ad hoc broadcast for
10 receivers. Figure 6b shows that V-MAC has about 30–40%
loss while WiFi has 55–70%. This is due to a more efficient
stack and PHY feedback signals reducing internal losses. The
improved loss comes at similar latency (both around 0.6s in

(a) Filtering Latency

(b) Loss Rate Comparison

(c) Latency Comparison

Fig. 6: (a) shows constant searching time (10µs) in V-MAC
as the size of the encoding hashtable increases, smaller
than WiFi comparing against one address (20µs). (b) Loss
rate and (c) latency comparison for V-MAC broadcast
and ad-hoc broadcast. V-MAC has 25% less loss at
comparable latency.

Figure 6c), showing V-MAC delivers more frames using similar
airtime, thus utilizing the medium more efficiently.
Interoperability. We have 2 WiFi ad hoc receivers and 3 VMAC nodes (1 sender and 2 receivers). All receivers can successfully receive WiFi data frames mimicked by the V-MAC sender at
latency similar to standard WiFi transmissions. There are DACKs
from V-MAC receivers to cause retransmissions from the V-MAC
sender, which benefit both WiFi ad hoc and V-MAC receivers to
achieve <3% loss. This demonstrates the feasibility of V-MAC to
interoperate with regular WiFi. Supporting sending/receiving with
nodes of other WiFi modes requires mostly engineering changes
but not much research, so we will do that when real needs arise.
D. Stationary Scenarios
We evaluate how V-MAC scales as more receivers impact
the loss rate and latency. Each result is based on 50–60 runs.
Low Loss. Figure 7a shows that V-MAC multicast (with
DACK) achieves consistently low 1–3% loss (except a few
outliers) as the number of receivers grows from 3 to 15, while
V-MAC broadcast produces ∼45% loss. This shows DACK
scales well with more receivers and delivers consistently low
loss. WiFi ad hoc tested in the same environment exhibits much
higher loss (50–90%) due to inefficient stacks and the lack of
PHY back pressure signal.
Latency Plateau. We observe that (Figure 7b) at 3 receivers,
multicast takes 30% longer than broadcast, but cutting losses from
45% to 3%, effectively delivering 76% more frames ((1-0.03) /
(1-0.45) = 1.76) at only 30% longer time. This shows that DACK
utilizes the medium much more efficiently for data transmissions.
The multicast latency increases gradually as more consumers are
added, and plateaus after 10. By this time the retransmissions are

and retransmission. WiFi ad hoc produces 70–90% losses, worse
than V-MAC broadcast, due to inefficient stacks, time wasted
in joining/keeping the same BSSID in address based networks
(communication cannot happen if not joined), and lack of PHY
back pressure signals.
V-MAC multicast increases latency by 30% over V-MAC
broadcast, quite similar to respective stationary results (‘m3’
vs. ‘b’ in Figure 7b). The above shows V-MAC utilizes the
medium much more efficiently for data, and delivers low loss
with moderate latency increase under low mobility.
(a) V-MAC Broadcast (b) vs Multicast (m) Loss Rate
Miniature Cars. We retrofit remote controlled (RC) cars
with Raspberry Pi’s, WiFi dongles and power banks (Figure 9b)
to test how V-MAC performs under medium mobility (8–11mph).
Four users control 4 cars, creating the same two mobility
scenarios as people walking. We observe that V-MAC has
about 0.2% loss in platoon (Figure 10a), and 2–4% in crossing
(Figure 10b), comparable to people walking. We also test WiFi
ad hoc, and find it has 80–90% loss because most of the time
is wasted in group/network (re)formation and little time is spent
in communication. This shows that eliminating beacon/group
complexity is critical under mobility.
(b) V-MAC Broadcast (b) vs Multicast (m) Latency
Real Vehicles. We use 5 vehicles (1 sender leading and 4
Fig. 7: (a) and (b) show that V-MAC multicast has low consumers following forming a platoon) at 25–30mph with
1–3% loss for up to 15 consumers, yet latency increases 10–20m spacing. They go back and forth on a 1-mile road
gradually and becomes flat after 10 consumers.
(Figure 11a) for four round trips. Figure 11b shows all consumers
have low loss (1–4%), except vehicle 4 (∼8%) because it is the
farthest and occasionally gets out of the range from the sender.
sufficient to compensate losses of 5 additional consumers, and The latencies are comparable to other experiments shown before
most redundant DACKs are canceled because transmitted DACKs (about 0.8s for sending 500 Data frames).
are heard by consumers in dense environments (e.g., 10 and 15
We observe that as mobility increases, the loss tends to
consumers). This demonstrates the effectiveness of DACK can- increase moderately. We find that running RC cars at higher
cellation policy to achieve few redundant DACKs and low loss. speeds (e.g., 20mph) yields similar loss characteristics as real
Loss at Individual Receivers. Figure 8a shows that the vehicles. This may offer an easier, lower cost means to produce
broadcast loss rate varies greatly for different receivers by as realistic vehicular results at much reduced costs and resources
much as 30%. We find varying the relative distance and angle using miniature instead of real cars.
between sender and receivers does not correlate to the loss rate.
V-MAC delivers consistently low loss rate (<3%) across 10 F. Video Multicast Demo
receivers (Figure 8b). We also find more than 60% of DACKs are
We test V-MAC in a video multicast application where one
canceled; combined with retransmission pacing, we observe no sender transmits a video to 10 receivers which play it back real
wasted retransmission (i.e., sent when all receivers already have time. Figure 12 shows sample video playback screenshots for
the frame). Node 6 with the highest broadcast loss (45–60%) each of the 10 receivers. In WiFi ad hoc broadcast (Figure 12a),
produces the most DACKs, as intended by the backoff design. We only 2 out of 10 receivers can play back, and only garbled
test WiFi ad hoc broadcast and find much worse losses: receiver images at 68% and 70% loss, while the remaining 8 cannot
6 has 80–90% loss in all runs, while all others are at 55–80%. receive sufficient data and show black screens. In V-MAC
(Figure 12b), all 10 receivers can play the video smoothly, with
E. Mobility Scenarios
highest loss at 0.6% and lowest 0.19%.
People Walking. We give each person a Raspberry Pi with a
VI. D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK
WiFi dongle and power bank to walk in a 24.24m × 9.5m2 rectanA.
Discussion
gular parking area. We do two scenarios: platoon where 3 people
(receivers) line up after and follow a leading person (sender)
Data-centricity Advantages. A pub/sub abstraction elimat 1.5 meters spacing, walking along the perimeter of the area; inates the need of any node or group addresses, and the
crossing where 3 receivers and one sender start from opposite mechanisms and complexities in their management. V-MAC
corners respectively, and walk to the other corner; the radios are removes beacons thus freeing up significant airtime for data
in range for a duration (about 10 seconds) in the middle, and may transmissions, which is especially critical for densely deployed
be out of the range at the beginning and end of each experiment. IoT devices. It gets rid of multiple layers of address translation
We observe that V-MAC multicast obtains a loss rate of (e.g., 802.3, ARP), greatly simplifying the stack and improving
∼0.3% (platoon Figure 8c) and 2∼3% (crossing Figure 9a). We the latency. V-MAC uses pub/sub topics to replace group and
repeat with V-MAC broadcast, and find 30–40% (platoon) and multicast addresses. Thus it eliminates slow BSSID group
35–75% (crossing) losses, much worse due to lack of DACKs convergence and multicast group joining. A node can obtain data

(a) Per-receiver Loss, V-MAC Broadcast

(b) Per-receiver Loss, V-MAC Multicast

(c) People Platoon

Fig. 8: (a) and (b) show the loss rate for V-MAC broadcast and multicast for 10 stationary receivers. (c) shows People
Platoon scenario loss rate.

(a) People Crossing

(b) Miniature Cars

Fig. 9: (a) shows Loss rate for people walking in crossing
scenario. (b) shows minature testbed used for medium
mobility.

(a) Miniature Cars Platoon

(b) Miniature Cars Crossing

Fig. 10: Loss rate for miniature cars in platoon (a) and
crossing scenarios (b).

(a)
Real
Trajectory

(b) Real Vehicles Loss

Vehicles

Fig. 11: (a) shows Real vehicles Path. (b) shows Real
Vehicles Loss, V-MAC Multicast.
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(a) Video Playback Screenshots (b) Video Playback Screenshots
for V-MAC Multicast
for WiFi ad hoc Broadcast

Fig. 12: (a) and (b) show representative screen shots
for 10 receivers, in WiFi ad hoc broadcast and V-MAC
multicast. In WiFi, only 2 out of 10 can display, and
only garbled video; in V-MAC all 10 receivers can play
smoothly with <1% loss. ‘X’ is the original screenshot.

instantly and simultaneously from multiple “groups” by sending
subscriptions, without the need of neighbor/data discovery or
group joining overhead.
Beyond Nomadic Scenarios. Existing WiFi was designed
for mostly nomadic mobility where mostly stationary nodes will
Efficient Medium Utilization. V-MAC combines several
stay at certain locations long enough (e.g., infrastructure mode).
Thus there is sufficient time to discover each other and form techniques to deliver more data frames within similar airtime. It
networks. WiFi has a host of mechanisms (e.g., choosing SSID, uses aggregate feedback to avoid per-frame acknowledgement;
merging groups based on highest TSF) to support these operations. it eliminates beacons transmitted at slow base rates with long
However, in edge environments, high mobility (e.g., vehicles, preambles consuming up to 40% airtime; it eliminates redundant
drones) breaks this nomadic mobility and underlying assumptions. retransmissions that no receivers need. Since both WiFi and
WiFi ad hoc mode carries baggage from nomadic mobility and V-MAC relies on CSMA, they can effectively share the medium
still requires forming groups before communication, leading to without causing complications for each other.
Data and Channel Discovery. The elimination of address
unnecessary complexity and latency that render communication
virtually impossible in fast-moving environments, as observed in discovery does not mean no discovery is needed. In addressour miniature car experiments. V-MAC removes the need of form- based stacks, discovery is done at both MAC and network
ing groups, thus eliminating those complexities and overheads to layers for neighbors and data; in data-centric ones, only data
suit mobile and highly dense IoT edge communication scenarios. discovery is needed, and by network layer only. V-MAC is

designed to work together with an ICN layer, which needs to
send discovery packets (e.g., possibly periodic Interests under
high mobility) to find what data are available nearby.
V-MAC does not eliminate the need to discover channel
frequencies and bandwidths used by neighbors for proper MAC.
In WiFi this is done by a node scanning on different channels.
We envision that some cross-layer mechanism can augment
Interests sent on a commonly used channel for V-MAC nodes
to coordinate with each other (e.g., PHY detects Interest frames
and attaches frequency/bandwidth information).
Implicit Interests. When many receivers need the same
data, having each sending the same Interest may be unnecessary.
We can optimize with “implicit” Interests where V-MAC still
creates LET entries when receiving Interest packets from ICN.
But if it overhears the same Interest frames sent by others, it
refrains from passing the Interest to PHY for transmission. This
can help scale to very dense environments.
Prefix Matching. The current prototype supports exact name
but not prefix matching because a prefix is hashed to a different
encoding. One solution is for the producer’s LP to add the prefix
into replied Data packets, and for V-MAC to add a second encoding of the prefix so receivers can match that prefix’s LET entry.
Hash Collisions. Using 64 bit encodings reduces collisions
to very small probabilities. When hashes do collide, the LP
cannot differentiate which frames belong to which packets, but
it can tell a reassembled packet is incorrect from the network
level checksum and drop it. LP may send the Interest again
but instructing V-MAC to use another hash function so names
will not collide again. The above two items require coordination
with ICN layer, and will be our next steps.
DACK for Address-based Multicast. DACK can be used
in address based multicast. This requires data frames in multicast
streams to carry sequence numbers to trigger DACK frames.
The backoff and retransmission mechanisms can be similar.
Despite possible gains in robustness, complexities in node/group
address discovery and maintenance will remain.
High Robustness vs Complete Reliability. V-MAC does
not provide 100% reliability. Many applications do not require
it (e.g., infotainment ones such as video streaming). For those
that do, V-MAC will be integrated with LP, which can detect
losses that DACK may miss and re-request to ensure 100%
reliability. We are currently building such an LP layer.
Small or Time-sensitive Packets. DACK aggregates and
delays feedback, trading latency for efficiency. Depending on
application needs (e.g., IoT control systems require low-latency,
while sensor data high robustness), this may be unsuitable for
smaller than one MTU, or time sensitive packets. We tried
a slow start where a packet’s burst size starts from 1, then
doubles at each subsequent burst, until finally reaching some
default value. This enables small packets to also trigger DACKs
when needed. We tested this method and found that it can retain
high robustness (<5%) for data packets of 1–4 frames’ size.
Security. V-MAC is intended to work with an ICN layer,
whose philosophy on security is to secure the data rather than
the communication link/pipe: each data item carries a public
key signature for anyone to verify authenticity. Because of this,
standard WiFi security (grouping/association/authentication)
designed to distinguish nodes based on MAC addresses is
no longer applicable in data-centric stacks: ICN offers such

functions, but based on data and possibly user identities. Thus
the current V-MAC prototype focuses on name based filtering
and robust multicast, and leaves security largely to the ICN
layer. Nevertheless, we will study MAC level attacks (e.g., DoS
by injecting fake Data frames) and investigate in-depth whether
any link level security is still necessary.
B. Future Work
We describe a few immediate next steps that our V-MAC
efforts are heading towards:
Other Physical Layers. We have ported V-MAC on top of
802.11 a/b/g/n/ac radios with minor implementation changes
and the same conceptual design. Similarly, we expect with
slight adaptations for V-MAC to run on DSRC 802.11p, which
is largely a variant of 802.11a [39].
Large Scale Evaluation. Due to limits on our hardware
resources and man power, we evaluated up to 15 receivers and
10 producers in experiments. For a one hop neighborhood, this
is already a reasonably dense setting. We plan to further stress
V-MAC with more nodes to see whether and where it may
start to break down. Once integration with ICN is completed,
we will conduct multi-hop evaluation, using a combination of
experiments and simulations.
Software-defined Radios. To offer a low-cost yet robust
research asset easily adoptable in large size testbeds, we use commodity hardware in the current prototype, and have to deal with
fixed, undesirable mechanisms in WiFi radios (e.g., group, station
and beacons). We plan to explore SDR, a much more expensive
platform that offers a clean implementation free of unintentional
consequences (e.g., instability) and difficulties (e.g., hacking
firmware/registers without source code) dealing with rigid PHY in
commodity radios. We are currently investigating OpenWiFi [40],
an open source SDR project, as a start to study the ideas detailed
below, to achieve the full potential of a data-centric stack.
Frame Rate Adaptation. In experiments, we use a fixed
54Mbps rate which stresses the system sufficiently while being
practically useful in real applications (e.g., delivering a 720P HD
video takes 8Mbps). V-MAC needs to adapt sender transmission
rate based on receivers’ capabilities. Frame rate adaptation
algorithms in WiFi are based on explicit identities and states (e.g.,
“station” data structures in MAC/PHY) of receivers. However, VMAC adopts a pub/sub abstraction where senders have no notion
and do not even (need to) know who are receivers. Also the existence of multiple receivers makes the rate adaptation much more
difficult: a rate best for one receiver may not be best for another.
We plan to investigate an approach based on feedback.
Interest and DACK frames may be augmented with receiver
states (e.g., reception quality, supported rates). A sender can
gather such information to gain knowledge about receivers,
thus making decisions to adjust the frame rate. The challenge is
exactly what form of augmented states and adaptation algorithms
can achieve the right balance between complexity, performance,
and robustness. Mobility may impact the reception quality, thus
the algorithms must be agile to react to changes in short time.
Producer Selection. Multiple producers that all possess
the same requested data may respond to one Interest. Due
to differences in relative distances, mobility, and interference,
some producers’ transmissions may generate better receptions
at a receiver than others. V-MAC can exploit this to select

the best producer per-receiver. This can solve issues of a few which will benefit many edge applications (e.g., vehicles, drones,
“straggler” receivers with bad reception or low data rate: other IoT and mobile [49], [50], [51], [52], [53], [8], [54], [55], [56]).
WiFi Multicast. Three common techniques have been
producers or receivers that have obtained the data can send to
explored for robust, low loss, address-based WiFi multicast:
them, thus they do not slow down other receivers.
To deal with asymmetry of wireless links, receivers can provide automatic retransmission request (ARQ) to trigger retransmission
“hints” so producers know who generates better reception. We of missed frames [13], [57], [58], [59], [60], [61]; forward
have tested a simple idea that includes Producer ID in DACKs error correction (FEC) [62] to reconstruct the content despite
and found that this enables producers to know whose transmis- losses [63], [64], [65], [66], [67], [68], [69], [70]; and network
sions are received by which receiver, thus making better decisions coding [71] to reduce the number of transmissions [72].
Some ARQ based designs adopt collective feedback [61],
of who should transmit. A complete solution requires consideration of many other factors (e.g., RSSI, reception rate, direction), [73], [74], [14], [59], [15]). V-MAC utilizes a similar principle,
and the possibility of dynamic selection of different producers but applied under a completely different pub/sub abstraction
at different times based on ever-changing reception qualities. for highly dynamic edge environments. Those designs do not
Link Layer Protocol (LP) and Applications. One impor- modify and rely on WiFi’s point-to-point abstraction, thus they
tant step in a full data-centric stack is to integrate ICN network cannot eliminate the baggage of address/group discovery and
layers and V-MAC. This enables multi-hop communication formation. FEC and network coding are orthogonal techniques
in edge environments. An adaptation layer (i.e., Link Layer that V-MAC can also adopt.
Vehicular Networking. Dedicated Short-Range CommuniProtocol) is needed in between to support ICN layer functions
cation
(DSRC) [3], [4], [5] uses 802.11p (a variant of 802.11a)
using V-MAC. There are a few challenges in building the LP
layer: i) integrating two different designs of ICN and V-MAC to as MAC/PHY. Despite decades-long standardization, significant
a coherent implementation (e.g., NDN leverages NACK packets safety and throughput weaknesses still exist [75], [76], [77], [78],
while V-MAC does not); ii) fragmenting large ICN packets [79]. V-MAC provides a new pub/sub abstraction and robust, high
into multiple MTU size frames, and reassembling frames back rate multicast, features needed for vehicles but lacking in 802.11p.
into ICN packets; iii) supporting routing state maintenance.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
Currently, NDN can maintain FIB states using UDP in mobile
We propose V-MAC, a novel data-centric radio providing a
environment. We expect V-MAC can offer a similar datagram
pub/sub abstraction to replace the point-to-point abstraction in
transport like UDP, and more robustly than that of WiFi; iv)
existing wireless communication. It eliminates complexities such
cross layer coordination between ICN and V-MAC to achieve the
as beacons and groups in address-based radios, and offers natural
best performance (e.g., optimize for latency, loss, etc.). We are
one-to-many communication sorely needed in many edge computcurrently undertaking such efforts and expect a full integration
ing applications. Compared to existing WiFi, the commodity hardof NDN and V-MAC in a few months.
ware prototype can match millions of data names at O(1) complexOnce integrated, we will study a series of questions in ity (10µs) and reduce losses from 50–90% to 1–3% or less across
building applications: how often Interests should be sent to multiple receivers, for both stationary and mobile scenarios.
discover nearby data (or lack of it due to producers being out
V-MAC on 802.11n radios is quite mature. We have ported Vof range), how long a producer should retain data waiting for MAC to 802.11ac (including NVIDIA Jetson TX2 GPU platform
Interests, and how applications can send cross-layer hints.
and RealTek dongles on Raspberry Pi 4). Preliminary experiments
using 2 receivers and 1 sender show loss rate <1%, and up to
VII. R ELATED WORK
900Mbps data rates. The current V-MAC prototype can run on
Publish/Subscribe. Pub/sub is an asynchronous communi- different edge platforms (e.g., Android, embedded systems, and
cation abstraction used widely in social media (e.g., Twitter, Xilinx FPGA PetaLinux) and three major WiFi chips (e.g., QualFacebook) and business integration [16], [17], [18], [19], [41], comm Atheros, RealTek, MediaTek), offering wide opportunities
[42], [43], [44]. It decouples sender/receivers: receivers (con- for adoption. We will further improve the code stability, validate
sumers) specify desired data in subscriptions using hierarchical the scalability at more receivers and higher data rates, then release
topic names, multi-dimensional attribute predicates or queries it to the community. The change to a pub/sub abstraction opens
like XPath. Senders’ (producers) publications are matched against up a slew of new research opportunities, which we will pursue
subscriptions at intermediaries (i.e., brokers) and delivered ac- to create a novel data centric wireless communication paradigm.
cordingly. Most pub/sub systems are built at application layer, and
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